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Diverse background in mining & finance:
–

D.E. Shaw: Hedge fund

–

Linux Fund: Open-source technology
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Roche Bay
Hall Beach

Nunavut, Canada

CEO, Director
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Copper and zinc
Near surface, +1% average intersections
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Let’s say your company is perfect…
1. Great structure
2. Great reserves
3. World-class asset
4. Flawless management
5. Cash on hand
Sound like you? If so, please leave quietly -- this presentation will not
be relevant.
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Option #1: Become a drug dealer
Marijuana anyone?
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Option #2: Find a strategic partner
Case-in-point: Aston Bay Holdings Ltd. (TSX-V:BAY)
1. Purpose-built vehicle
2. Two years to definitive agreement
3. Unfavorable market conditions (we are still not out of the woods,
but the structure and path to move forward is in place)
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Why did Aston Bay partner?
1. Strategic partner provides capped dilution moving forward
2. Aston Bay has to fund G/A only
3. 30% of a project with no dilution is 30% to current shareholders in
6-10 years; G/A will likely result in ~3-10% annual dilution
4. Without a partner, 100% of a project diluting by 30% each year is
24% to current shareholders after 6 years and under 10% after 10
years
-

In current markets, 30% doesn’t go very far either; think 40-60% to actually fund a drill
program for small juniors

5. Remember, projects take time and capital to come to fruition
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Deals with majors close doors
1. Bankers do not like to support companies that do not need to
repeatedly raise money (see Option #1)
2. Junior companies lose control
3. Upside is capped
4. Major may drop the junior; for example, the project might not fit
the major’s goals
5. Most mining projects fail = most JVs fail
-

Sole-funding doesn’t mean a positive outcome, although it might delay the inevitable to
the detriment of shareholders
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Option #3: Painful restructuring
Capital is out there, but
you could be facing:
1.

Rollback

2.

Massive dilution

3.

Change of control

4.

Loss of team
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Questions you need to ask your team:
1. Why should someone do a deal
with you?
2. Do you have something special?
3. No one is going to pay debts
unless they can see a path
forward -- is there a clear path?
4. Are you willing to do shares-fordebt first? Vendor financings are
horrible, but financing A/P is even
harder
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Put yourself in someone else’s shoes
Pretend you are…
1.

A major

2.

An investment advisor

3.

A shareholder

4.

Rich
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Now, negotiate with yourself…
Why would you do a deal with yourself?
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General Disclaimer: Oreninc
This presentation is Copyright 2014 Oren Inc., which reserves all rights in and to this report. This report MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED IN ANY FORM, AND IS FOR THE USE OF THE
INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY.
Oren Inc. (“Oreninc”) is a research service providing customized reports for client companies and brokers in the mining and commodities sectors, as well as producing the ODL, a digest,
updated daily, of financings in the mining and commodities space. This disclaimer statement is an integral part of our service, this report and the accompanying presentation. Oreninc is
not an investment bank and does not currently have any investment banking relationships with any of the subject companies or brokers of its reports, nor does Oreninc make a market, or
act as principal in any securities. Oreninc is not an investment broker-dealer, does not offer securities for purchase or sale, and is not licensed or qualified to provide investment advice.
Oreninc reports do not constitute a solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell any securities whatsoever.
Conflicts statement: Oreninc and its principals have a financial interest in Aston Bay Holdings Ltd. (TSX-V: BAY), which is an early-stage exploration and development company with copper
and zinc projects in Nunavut, Canada.
All research reports and presentations issued and made by Oreninc are based on public information derived solely from publicly available sources such as, but not limited to, public
company filings, company news releases, and financial data. We have not verified the accuracy of such public information, nor do we have any obligation or duty to update or correct any
public information for any errors, misstatements, or material changes to such public information. You are strongly encouraged to verify all claims through your own thorough and
independent research or due diligence. Oreninc research reports containing any valuations or fee targets and/or recommendations are believed but not guaranteed to have bases which
may be substantiated as reasonable and adequate.
Oreninc presentations are intended for informational purposes only, and are intended to inform the reader only. This Oreninc presentation represents solely the Oreninc Analyst's opinions
regarding subject matter at the time of production of the report. The Oreninc Analyst bases his or her opinions exclusively on public information available at the time of production of the
report. The Oreninc Analyst has not received any material non-public information regarding the subject companies or brokers. All estimates, opinions, and/or recommendations expressed
in this report are subject to change without notice, and Oreninc is under no requirement to, and shall not, update the opinions and recommendations expressed herein in light of any
subsequent events. The price targets presented in Oreninc reports are based explicitly on a significant number of our own estimates and assumptions, based solely on previously
disclosed public information, and there can be no assurance that our price targets will be met, or whether the assumptions/estimates regarding the client company's actual financing
outcomes will materialize. We may not publish any of our bases for such estimates and assumptions.
You should understand that there is no guarantee that past performance by any companies will be indicative of future results by the same or different companies. Neither Oreninc nor any
of its analysts, directors, or employees shall be liable to you, or anyone else, for any loss or damages resulting from the use of its research reports, opinions, and/or recommendations
caused in whole or in part by negligence or contingencies beyond its control in procuring, compiling, interpreting, or reporting its research contents. Oreninc disclaims any and all liability
as to the completeness or accuracy of the information contained in, and any omissions of material facts in, its reports.
Companies should not rely solely on the recommendations and opinions contained therein. Any recommendation should not be taken as a substitute for the exercise of independent
judgment and due diligence of the merits and risks of financings.
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General Disclaimer: Oreninc - Cont.
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS (SAFE HARBOR STATEMENT): The information set forth in this presentation may contain "forward-looking statements" subject to certain
risks and uncertainties that could cause actual future results, performance or achievements to differ materially from any historical results. Statements in reports which are not
purely historical in nature, including statements regarding beliefs, plans, expectations or intentions regarding the future, are forward-looking. Statements that are not historical
facts, including statements that are preceded by, followed by, or that include such words as "estimate," "anticipate," "believe," "plan", "intend", "expect", "may" or "should"
or similar statements, are forward-looking statements. Risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to, the risks associated with the impact of general economic
conditions, competitive companies, market acceptance, and the availability of high quality, qualified personnel and management. Other risks include but are not limited to
factors affecting access to capital to meet all of the client company’s financial requirements, and the company’s ability to control costs. There can be no assurance that client
company’s efforts will succeed and ultimately achieve sustained commercial success. These forward-looking statements are made as of the date of the report, and Oreninc
does not assume any obligation to update the forward-looking statements, or to update the reasons why actual results could differ from those projected in the forwardlooking statements. There can be no assurance that beliefs, plans, expectations or intentions of persons producing data upon which Oreninc analysts rely in this report will
prove to be accurate.
Slide 1 Image: epSos .de. Forex Money for Exchange in Currency Bank. Digital image. Flickr. 17 Jan 2013. Web. 26 Nov 2014. <https://www.flickr.com/photos/epsos/
8463683689/in/photolist-dTUAhR-5p8w8o-7jm7SP-8F5t1j-dSZe91-dUSc9a-a5SwX-dSK3tm-68vjKV-68zxeQ-aFAPtx-cMnty-9ZA9J6-cXNz15-9kJxyv-b6MUJK-68zxij-aFDet2aFDkRt-bDwJ11-5DfGXv-bmm93i-55FLSR-bf3Nge-nQZguc-bu6sBd-8usD9K-657VsP-aFDcrg-5XW3k4-6oVWp-bbeUhH-9C9vCS-61LYTT-chEbX5-brcZGM-8ism9f-4Kdou8cnchKE-9htwN2-dmyfCP-8HWvej-dSXXyh-doZD-kyBTGB-aFB2Ba-62LFqP-cEJ54Q-7iWW5W-bnFUG4>
Slide 4 Image: Mark. lemon kush day 31. Digital image. Flickr. 22 Aug 2010. Web. 26 Nov 2014. <https://www.flickr.com/photos/eggrole/4928175644/>
Slide 7 Image: Jereme Rauckman. Gate chained and padlocked. Digital image. Flickr. 8 Nov 2014. Web. 2 Dec 2014. <https://www.flickr.com/photos/rauckhaus/15645337219/
in/photolist-pQwrFr-oTzC1C-8nn2bs-6DQK9t-9Xkpu-p1ND4e-6T1sw8-8E7K2U-7Afe9M-aJkB5c-9zSuqv-cyx6cN-52Qob2-7Aa8mF-aJRi2g-4TBc8P-bcRSBa-hBXnBK-cVHwXLayGv5i-yqneB-h5UBki-8PwRqN-hBXwSj-oTBufA-btyBEP-9KUjgC-7bYdQT-oLGqwC-nErjPi-pb5kao-oTAKWV-p95goS-5Z4Phx-ppBE1C-7Svad4-noeAD1-eeryFU-pa8Wq2nGDFzz-6V8zWY-nof1zM-panHiy-oSUGR9-6E1Mzs-bQGggr-5TeJdy-pb22dY-cveZQm-nVot6U>
Slide 9 Image: bareknuckleyellow. on_the_job02. Digital image. Flickr. 24 Feb 2009. Web. 2 Dec 2014. <https://www.flickr.com/photos/eldret_99/3305840513/in/photolist->
Slide 10 Image: Pat Loika. Comic-Con 2013. Digital image. Flickr. 20 July 2013. Web. 26 Nov 2014. <https://www.flickr.com/photos/patloika/9371919726/in/photolist-58wg9QcCZXiC-fhaxdS-2uETtU-8JixJP-2uETiS-cXx7E5-ovCa2P-6JqjH4-cxQS1s-djbw7x-fdK5j8-6JJJbz-djbwue-dr1Sic-ivAqi-cXx4wb-5GBPBc-2nn5DR-a5S4HA-fdK4UBfdZnV7-58s6Ui-8kU3iJ-58wghf-otXyuL-8iYnmF-ffyDpR-fgVhFP-8kQSfg-dr1HsV-6Nr16u-dj7qow-58wiJG-awL4EB-a6DnTK-pkJK54-awPkfQ-gyRCDK-cXx2WW-jyrZQM-a5Pdp4cXx1rw-oE1RMn-fdK63z-cXx9bE-awozmw-8iZbBP-fcAVY9-cXx1Hf>
Slide 11 Image: Jeremy Stark. A Clown in the Mirror. Digital image. Flickr. 25 Mar 2012. Web. 26 Nov 2014. <https://www.flickr.com/photos/itsastarklife/6870206600/in/
photolist-8E5fAH-nPQweg-Jcqqf-nPQyav-nxm5fu-nPQxBr-bt6B4W-7ZUEcs-3Kwdgp-6Qxt8R-3cv2qX-757pUc-3ao1WM-8puXDQ-7618yJ-eGmxgb-5rFhUR-nMMW6y-4ZRmNhz44NC-5rFihc-5rFiCB-dKa91L>
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General Disclaimer regarding Aston Bay Holdings Ltd.
Not an Offer to Purchase or Sell Securities. This overview is for informational purposes and is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in Aston Bay Holdings
Ltd. (“Aston Bay” or the “Company”), and may not be relied upon in connection with the purchase or sale of any security.
Forward-Looking Statements and General Disclaimer
This presentation is Copyright 2014 Oren Inc., which reserves all rights in and to this presentation. This presentation was not produced on behalf of or for the benefit of Aston Bay
Holdings Ltd., and is not a reflection of the opinions of Aston Bay Holdings’ principals or board of directors (except insofar as it contains the opinions of Oreninc’s Managing Director
Benjamin Cox, who is also the President/CEO and a Director of Aston Bay). This presentation was produced without input from other principals of Aston Bay Holdings and reflects the
opinions of the Oren Inc. team members only.
Aston Bay is a public company listed on the TSX Venture Exchange (TSX-V: BAY), with a principal office in Vancouver, Washington and a registered office in British Columbia, Canada.
The statements contained in this presentation which are historical in nature are accurate to the best of our knowledge. However, Aston Bay makes no assurances and does not guarantee
that the statements included herein are accurate.
Forward-Looking Statements (Safe Harbor Statement):
The information set forth in this presentation may contain “forward-looking statements” that are not historical fact and are subject to certain risks and uncertainties. Statements in this
presentation which are not purely historical in nature, including statements regarding beliefs, plans, expectations or intentions regarding the future, are forward-looking. Statements that
are not historical facts, including statements that are preceded by, followed by, or that include such words as "estimate," "anticipate," "believe," "plan", "intend", "expect", "may" or
"should" or similar statements, are forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements which may be contained within this presentation include, but are not limited to, statements
regarding the economic prospects of the Company’s projects, general economic conditions, the Company’s future plans or future revenues, timing of development and potential
expansion or improvements. Such forward-looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties which could cause actual results to differ materially from estimated results. Such risks
and uncertainties include, but are not limited to, the Company’s ability to raise sufficient capital to fund development, changes in general economic conditions or financial markets,
changes in prices for the Company’s mineral products or increases in input costs, litigation, legislative, environmental and other judicial, regulatory, political and competitive
developments in Canada and world-wide, technological and operational difficulties or inability to obtain permits encountered in connection with exploration and development activities,
labor relations matters, and changing foreign exchange rates. There can be no assurance that the Company’s efforts will succeed and ultimately achieve sustained commercial success.
These forward-looking statements are made as of the date of this presentation. There can be no assurance that beliefs, plans, expectations or intentions of Aston Bay will prove to be
accurate.
Cautionary Note to U.S. Investors:
The United States Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) permits U.S. mining companies, in their filings with the SEC, to disclose only those mineral deposits that a company
can economically and legally extract or produce. We may use certain terms on this presentation, such as “measured,” “indicated,” “inferred,” and “resources,” that the SEC guidelines
strictly prohibit U.S. registered companies from including in their filings with the SEC. As of the date of this Presentation, Aston Bay has made no filings with the SEC, and makes no
representations that it has or will have a duty to make filings with the SEC.
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